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The Note to the Educator explains everything 
the teacher needs to know before diving into 
the activities. It also informs the teacher about 
our new exciting Wife Teacher Mommy Club! 
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We have created lesson plans for each 
activity to make each lesson easy to navigate 
and educational for all learners with little to 

no prep for the teacher. 
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We have created multiple activities for each 
subject areas to go along with each lesson plan. 
Each activity is fun and engaging and will keep 

students busy for hours from worksheets to board 
games! 
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We have created an answer key for each 
activity to make it easy for the teacher to 

assess each’s activity’s success. 
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Congratulations! Your snow day is off to a great start! This 
product should provide fun, appealing, educational 
activities for the entire snow day. All you need to do is 
print and go or assign them digitally! We know your kids 
will benefit from these engaging snow themed activities 

To prepare your printable activities, start printing from 
the next page. Simply print or copy each of the pages! 
We highly recommend organizing them in a binder for 
your children. 

If you haven't already, be sure to check out Wife Teacher 
Mommy Club so you can access even more resources just 
like this 1 https·//www wifeteachermommv com/sp/wife
teacher-mommv-club/ 

If you have any questions about this product at all please 
feel free to email us at hello@wifeteachermomrovcom' 

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

Beginning Sounds 

Circle the picture that starts with each sound. 
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

Long Vowel Sounds 
Circle the object that has the same long vowel 
sound. 
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Language 
Arts 

Activities 

Name ANSWER KEY 

Beginning Sounds 

Circle the picture that starts with each sound. 

Name ANSWER KEY 

Long Vowel Sounds 
Circle the object that has the same long vowel 
sound. 

�t 
line wave 
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June 
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ELA Lesson 
Beginning Sounds 

You will need: 

• Copy of Beginning Sounds worksheets for each student 

Instructions: 

Begin by asking the child(ren) ·what are some winter 
words you can think of?" and then list all of the words 
the child(ren) come up with. Help them by asking 
9uest1ons to expand their thinking to create a bigger 
list of words, 
• What activities do you do outside in the winter? 
• What are some inside things you do inside? 
• What things do you see? 

After they think of the list of words, go through those 
and find the beginning sound of each word. 

• Example: What is the first sound in the word winter? 

Hand out the beginning sounds worksheets to each 
child. Using the answer key, say each object name 
aloud so that child(ren) can hear each beginning 
sound before identifying the object that starts with 
each beginning sound. 
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ELA Lesson 
Long Vowel Sounds 

You will need: 

• Copy of Long Vowel Sounds worksheets for each student 

Instructions· 

Write down (snow, coat, and froze) ask the child(ren) 
·what are some things these words have in common?" 
• If the child(ren) doesn't make the connection that they all 

have the same vowel sound, point that out to them 

Review a few long vowel sounds with the child (ren). 
What is the vowel sound in the word take? 
What is the vowel sound in the word tree? 
What is the vowel sound in the word bite? 
What is the vowel sound in the word bone? 
What is the vowel sound in the word cute? 

Hand out the long vowel sounds worksheets to each 
child(ren). Using the answer key, say each object name 
aloud so that students can hear each vowel sound before 
identifying the object that has the same vowel sound as 
the reference object 

......................... , ....... . 
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ELA Lesson 
Beginning Blends 

You will need: 

• Copy of the Beginning Blends worksheets for each 
student 

Instructions· 

B�in by asking the child{ren) What are som� winter words you can 
think of?• and then list all of the words the ch1ld(ren) come up with 
Help them by asking questions to expand their thinking to create a 
bigger list of wordS: 
• What activities do you do outside in the winter? 
• What are some inside things you do inside? 
• What things do you see? 

Review what a blend is and then go through the list of winter words 
and identify the beginning blends if applicable. 

"A blend is two consonants that come together, and they both 
keep their sounds. Think about the ·st· in the word stick, you can 
clearly hear the s and the sound of the t in the word stick." 

"What two consonant sounds do we hear in the beginning 
blend in the word snow?" 

• "What two consonant sounds do we hear in the beginning 
blend in the word sled?" 

• ���t 
i��h�o;��2a;}.;e��nds do we hear in the beginning 

Hand out the beginning blend worksheets to each child(ren). They 
can complete the worksheet independently. While each child is 
working, assist as needed 
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